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Editorial
Three cheers, we are up and running again and the BMFA outdoor contest calendar
starts up again with the 3 rd Area comps, assuming we have somewhere to fly.
I doubt that I will be able to report on the Midland Area event, which I assume will be
at Luffenham, as Rachel has her second covid jab booked for that
day.
The next milestone will be the easing of gathering restrictions so
that indoor meetings can also be re-started. That will mean that I
will have to re-start building the Frog ‘Redwing’, the fuselage of
which currently resides part built at the end of our dining table.
What have I got lined up for you all this issue.
First up is Timperley’s Ralph Sparrow who answered my call for
copy with a tale of his refurbished Bowden ‘Hummingbird’. He also
has a picture of the Liverpool MAC in 40’s or 50’s but has no knowledge of the modellers
depicted.
I have dug up some more Pylonius then followed up with more of my own memories which
turned out to be indoor oriented, hence the title.
The engine analysis is the AM 10 which, if memory serv es, was a powerful and rugged
little engine based around the AM15 crankcase etc.
John Taylor Chairman of the Bournemouth club, which has a dwindling FF element, has
set about photographing all of his many sports models and, together with a description
of each, they will feature for quite a few issues. His article, ‘Models Galore’ presents
the first three of his stock.
I’ve slipped in another of Ray Malmstrom’s little wonders in the shape of ‘SWEETHEAP’
a small control-liner for .8 to 1cc engines. I would fancy doubling its size and sticking
something like a Merco35 up the sharp end. I do get these aberrations from time to
time.
The historic Middle Wallop roundel launching platform features in an offering by Joe
Northrop, I think I must have become involved in vintage just as it was retired from
use. I think I can remember it leaning against the cottage wall, but I do not recall
seeing it in use. Joe also has a nostalgic picture of a group night out, these groups
could be found in all the local hostelries each evening after a day out on the airfield
at the championships in the good old days.
Another all sheet small field flyer is presented by one Robert Hauk, whom I assume is
from the USA from his missing ‘u’ in spelling colour. Looks like a great little model, all
from a single sheet of 1/32”.
Wakefields again from Peter Watt in Ireland. He makes some really nicely built models
and his colour scheme shows them off wonderfully. He even gets Spencer Willis to
follow suit on his commission build.
Things are wrapped up this issue with our regulars, Nick Peppiatt who continues his
report on his Cessna 195 build, Roy Tiller with his digging into our magazine archive,
our Secretary’s monthly report on goings on here and there and finally a squeezed in
poetic Peter Hall.

Editor
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Bowden Hummingbird

-

Ralph Sparrow

Although not a member of 1066 (or 35) I have a look at the New Clarion when it comes out. You
are doing a grand job to find things to print over the last year. Thanks.
I have seen the "old photos" so rather than just leave this one of the Liverpool MAC from the
40's or early 50's in my pc memory I thought it may fill a space in the Clarion. I don't know
any of the people in the picture and only recognise the Copland (?) streamliner model. Someone
may know more.

Liverpool M.A.C. - 40’s or early 50’s
I got the picture from the son of W.Downey
(pictured right in the Chipmunk of the Liverpool
Flying Club).
The son was in the design office at AVRO Woodford
and had given a model, made by his father in the
50's, to another modeller who passed it on to yet
another modeller, who took the Mills .75 out and no
doubt put it in a drawer where it probably still
resides today, he passed the model onto me.
When I got the model I thought the wing and tailplane shape looked a bit Bowden'ish so did a
bit of digging. I found a drawing in the 1985 Aeromodeller Plans Handbook that shows a similar
looking model called the Bowden Hummingbird from the Model Aircraft magazine, plan number
MA47. 32" span fits the model and the plan information. The fuselage is similar but not quite
right. At some stage I showed it to John Wingate who published something about it in his
column in the SAM 35 magazine (I think). He told me that Phil Smith contacted him saying
that Bowden never designed a model that small but I think the evidence says otherwise.
At some stage John passed me the
magazine article and reduced plan that
was published in the Model Aircraft
magazine but I cannot find it.
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I thought that a new fuselage, as
designed, would be nice to make. So, if
anyone can scan the plan and article I
would appreciate it. The model is very
well made although the 1/32" fuselage
sides have become a bit fragile after
about 70 years. The wings and tailplane
are still strong and true. The tissue
covering on the open sections was torn
and fragile so I stripped these and
recovered with tissue over mylar. I put
an electric motor and radio control in the model and surprised the radio only guys who asked
how will it fly without elevators? It flies nicely!
Hope you and Rachel have kept well.

Ralph Sparrow
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Extract from Model Aircraft July 1952

Wakey! Wakey!
Here are a few notes for the special guidance of aero-rnodellers who intend to enter any of the
Holiday Camp competitions being staged throughout the country this year :
Entrants who have undergone a long and fatiguing journey can, by special arrangement, avail
themselves of the late 6.45 a.m. breakfast. In exceptional circumstances they may also be excused
first parade.
Model Retrieving Rambles will be organised for the benefit of non-competing modellers. Special
awards will be given to lucky model spotters. These, of course, will be in the nature of spot prizes.
It is hoped to provide a small quota of Beauty Queens for model photographic purposes. It is
stressed, however. that Beauty Queens thus hired must be returned to the Entertainments Officer,
in good condition, before leaving the camp.
Eliminators are to be organised for power models, we hear. Rather strange I always thought that
self-elimination was their only strong point.
Problem now is the selection of a team for the World Control Line Championships. Obviously the
answer is to organise a Knokke-out competition.
A Painful Twist
Challenged to find a twist to the subject of a new electronic gadget for counting the turns being
applied to a rubber motor I can only feebly reply by pointing out that mechanical aids for this
purpose are now wholly superfluous. Rubber motors have now assumed such gargantuan
proportions that it is no longer necessary to record the turns numerically; the .system now
in vogue is that of "progressive paralysis." This originates in the right wrist to indicate
quarter turns, benumbs the shoulder blade at half turns, and arrests any further motion of
the body at three-quarter turns. Any superman venturing beyond this point will immediately be
aware when he has reached full turns by the only purely scientific means of determining this
critical stage; the snapping of the rubber motor.
Invisible Assets
In describing a new system of timekeeping a writer to this journal states that “every person is
credited with the average eyesight and the average visibility."
Well, I can't say that I too much object to being credited with the average eyesight. We,
in our timekeeping capacities, never do quite come up to that eagle-eyed standard which the
competitor invariably expects.
And, be we long-sighted or near-sighted, we must all at times suffer his sarcastic comments
on our feeble visions. This we accept, although they do come it a bit much now and again,
especially when, upon meeting you in the street a few days after the contest, they
solicitously offer to escort you across the road.
But as far as the average visibility Is concerned, that's quite another matter. In all conscience
I cannot feel that I am entitled to anything less than full visual solidity. There are certain gifts
and secrets which are too rare and precious to share, and one of these is the ability of rendering
oneself completely invisible when there's a job of timing to be done. By what strange
alchemy certain types are able to effect a sudden and complete disembodiment at such critical
times I am at a loss to know, but I think it would be grossly unfair not to allow them the full value
of their magical powers.
Corny Corner
At this time of the year there always crops up the usual crop of warnings about crops, and the
farmers are busily engaged in chasing this year's crop bashers off their crops with hunting
crops.
Why the average aeromod should have such scant regard for the produce of his native
soil I don't know, but his particular aversion to corn does, perhaps, explain all those
unpleasant remarks I get about this column.

Pylonius
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More Memories: Indoors

-

John Andrews

I’ve probably written about some of these memories before but you can have a second chance
to read all about it, may come out different of course. If you find any discrepancies please
advise so I can straighten out my recollections. None of us can be sure what we think happened
was exactly the way we recall it.
My first brush with indoor flying was way back in about 1950 as a new member of ‘The Rugby
Model Engineering Society, Aeronautical Section’. A local scout group had an upstairs clubroom
somewhere in Rugby town centre and it was acquired for an indoor session.
Memory is very hazy but I recall my mate Ian and I making Jetex50 RTP speed models as one
of the magazines of the era had published an article on them. Just a hollowed out balsa block
to take the Jetex50 with a 1/8th dowel boom and balsa wings and tails. I tried first, but I had
put the tailplane on top of the fin for looks and this must have upset model. They had to be
thrown quite hard to get going and we had made the mistake of setting up for an anti-clockwise
circle which meant we had to throw left handed.
I launched mine too slowly and it dropped to the floor and slid round for a bit then, as the
Jetex came up to full power, it flicked over and took off upside down for the rest of the
charge. Lesson learned Ian really whanged his red model into flight and the model circulated
at one hell of a lick and at the end of the flight there was just a circular red blur around the
pole. When the fog subsided it was decreed that they were too dangerous and that was that
for Jetex speed.
I recall that I had made a free flight model but have no recollection of its form or
performance. I can only assume it did not fly. I remember our secretary Ken Sansom had also
made a FF model, covered in green tissue (why I recall the tissue I have no idea). I do remember
the model trying to fly but wings twisted in flight and model kept diving in. We had one success,
a member, who may have been Jim Darke, had built an RTP model with microfilm wing and tail
covering. This model flew beautifully recording quite long flights around the pole. It may have
been a Copland ‘Thistledown’.
Howard Boys was there flying one of his outdoor flying wings with Amco.87 power. The model
did a couple of laps then the wing unplugged and the engine and the rest of the model peeled
off to smack into the wall. Once again when exhaust fumes subsided it was also declared too
dangerous.
I cannot recall much success and we never did it again.
I did not fly any indoor again until after I started work in the Aviation Division of Dunlop Ltd.
in Coventry in 1967, where I went to start up the Electronics Drawing Office. I got a few
interested in aeromodelling and we looked at indoor. There were several other small divisions
making various odds and ends and for some unknown reason these were constantly playing
musical factories, moving from one factory building to another which normally left an empty
one for a few of us to try indoor in our lunch hour. I built a Laurie Bar EZB, condenser paper
covered, materials being micro-x sold by Laurie. The buildings were not particularly high so
times were not great, my best was 2-40 achieved by climbing up to the rafters, getting knocked
down to recover at floor level and climbing up again. I also built a large model with a rolled tube
fuselage and covered with microfilm, dope and castor oil floated in bath. Flew OK but must
have been heavy as it took a loop of ¼ to power it. I had a short flirt with an ornithopter which
took 4 strands of ¼ and it thrashed itself to bits in short order. Mick Blunt, the angling society
secretary, made a helicopter. It was the usual built-up fuselage with built-up rotors top and
bottom and after doubling to motor size it wobbled its way up to the ceiling framework and
then walked along the ceiling for a couple of bays before descending.
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Years later B’ham’s Graham Walker flew a similar model in No2 hanger at Cardington and it
climbed high alongside the six story block of flats in there, right up to roof level. Must have
been a lot lighter than Mick’s effort.
I think Dunlop eventually stopped shifting factories about and I got involved in a new merger
between Dunlop Aviation and the Eldec corp. in the states and lunch hour flying ceased. My
models were confined, the EZB to a cardboard box and a thin wooden suitcase for the microfilm
job. These models then retired and were stored in the loft until my next foray into indoor.
My next brush with indoor was with Brian Roberts and the Coventry club who ran indoor meets
in the Coventry Sports Centre, either Saturday or Sunday evenings, I don’t recall which. It
must have been somewhere around 1996/7, I had just re-met B’ham’s Peter Martin at Wallop
at a cancelled meeting and he told me of the Coventry events. I dug out my old models from
the loft, the EZB was OK but when I looked into the suitcase for the microfilm model there
was just a pile of sticks with no sign of the microfilm. I stuck the sticks back together and
covered with pink & blue tissue. I also braced the wing with fishing line.
I flew at all their meetings and at the first one they were all flying ‘Hangar Rats’ so I had to
have one for next meeting. I’ve built quite a few since including lightweights and Polystyrene.
The lightweight, covered in Wilco Economy Food Bag plastic, regularly exceeded 3 minutes in
its early days. Of course repairs eventually took their toll but I still have it stored somewhere
in the garage with many of the others.

A line-up at a Walsall Bloxwich meeting in 2010
In my humble opinion the ‘Rat’ is the best introduction to indoor flying by far.
The Coventry meetings at the sports centre ceased but Brian Roberts somehow managed to
get us a couple of hours in the Coventry Hippodrome theatre on Sunday lunch time when the
cleaners were in.

Only time I’ve been centre stage anywhere. Graham Walker flew with us there and he did a
really good job on stage with his ‘Now is the winter of our discontent’ excerpt from
Shakespeare. I have a very amusing video of the occurrence.
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The pictures are not very clear as they are taken from TV screen video stills.
Sadly these meetings were short lived as the Hippodrome was knocked down to make room for
a park of some sort, but we had some good times. Observing flights from above in the circle
being a novel change from looking upwards.
Around 2005 I started attending meetings at Alumwell College in Walsall run by Pete Ashmore
and Colin Shepherd. A very large floor area and friendly roof trusses being a tight latticework
that slow climbing models did not penetrate.
Alumwell was lost and Colin started up meetings in one or two different school sports halls
finally finishing up at Thorns. Meanwhile the Walsall meetings continued, first at Bloxwich and
finally to date at Sneyd. These Saturday afternoon three hour meetings are run once a month
through the winter period with a short summer break. I became an ever present participant.
I travelled quite a bit in those days and took in meetings at various venues, Oxford, Bicester,
Oundle, Wallingford, Peterborough, Moulton, to name but a few.
In 1997 I plucked up courage to ring Laurie Barr to enquired about the Cardington airship
hangers and Laurie gave me the details on how to enter. It was April 13th when I first went and
I will never forget my first view of the interior. I drove into shed No1 through a sliding door
at the rear and passing from bright sunlight outside into the gloom of the shed my eyes took
a second or two to focus. I was absolutely gob-smacked by the size of the place, If you have
been there you will know what I mean, if not you really have missed something.

I think that’s enough of my rambling thoughts for one month. I hope what finished up as
something of a potted history of my early indoor experiences has proved readable.
I will probably follow up next month with some more on Cardington, I have real fond memories
of my time in the sheds, We actually flew in both No1 & No2.

John Andrews
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Engine Analysis: AM10

-

Aeromodeller Annual 1956-57

Aeromodeller Annual 1956-57
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Models Galore: Pt.1

-

John Taylor

(Editor, I have been buried under a deluge of model pictures & descriptions and you are due to get the
lot in due course, over to John to get things under way.)

All of my models in the pictures that follow, in the next few issues, are in flying order and get
flown regularly.
Our Bournemouth club, of which I am Chairman, is now sadly depleted. Only Roger and Roy and
Ted Horsey fly Free Flight.
Up until the covid restrictions came in we used to hold an indoor meeting every month but the
cost of hiring the hall became prohibitive so that had to stop. I do my Radio flying with a small
group on the site of the Dorset steam fair near Blandford where we have a 65 acre field in
open countryside with not a house in site.
All of the planes are hangered in my garage with the car outside. For convenience of storage
and transport most of my models are not bigger than 4ft span. I also tend to keep to a 2cell
lipo battery to avoid too many batteries.
In a separate workshop I still have electric gliders and a couple of vintage gliders. Also I still
have a Last Resort and a Scram.
I stopped modelling after I got married as life was hectic with three daughters. I was working
at Rolls Royce Leavesden and after serving my apprenticeship finished as a quality control
engineer. After 27 years there and the closure of the site imminent we moved. The site is now
the Harry Potter theme park. If you can find a copy there is an interesting book about the site
called ‘From Halifaxs to Hogwarts’.
We moved to Bournemouth In the late 70`s . One evening a passer-by was admiring my display
of Dahlias in the front garden, I was growing and exhibiting veg and flowers, that was my other
passion, (along with dancing) when her husband Pete Redhead told her to hurry up as he needed
to put another coat of dope on his model. My ears pricked up and I went to see his models and
my interest was re-kindled.
John Taylor.

Playboy

This is a 54” version of the popular American playboy design by Joe Elgin. Wings are covered
in white polyspan and the fuselage in So- lite.
The brushless motor gives 120watts on an 8”x6” prop. Battery is a 3 cell Lipo of just 850 Ma.
Ready to fly weight is 19½ozs. Model climbs in a near vertical right spiral so you get lots of
climb outs from even this small battery.
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Fox Moth

The full-size plane was designed in the 1930`s for short domestic routes. To keep production
costs down Tiger Moth flying surfaces were used as well as the under carriage The reliable
Gypsy major four cylinder engine was the power-plant. This engine of only 120Hp flew the pilot
and four passengers. 98 planes were built and some had the luxury of a sliding canopy over the
pilot. The first owner of this machine in 1933 was the Prince of Wales.
In 1935 it was sold to Air Travel NZ, a pioneer airline, and now ZK-AEK became known as the
Royal Fox. During its time it logged more than 8000Hrs.
In 1943 the plane was caught in a down draught over the New Zealand southern alps and the
pilot crash landed on a glacier with no loss of life on board. The plane was carried down the
glacier by sledge, men and finally on a raft. It was rebuilt and after passing through the hands
of several owners finished up in Fiji.
My model is 1/10th scale at 36” span. The fuselage is covered in Oracover and the wings are
covered in Polyspan and doped and then a light spray of silver. The brushless outrunner motor
gives 82watts at 7200rpm driving a 9”x4.7” prop. Ready to fly weight is 22ozs.
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Miss Philadelphia

When David Baker died in 2009, Brian Yearly and Roger Newman took on the task of disposing
of David`s vast collection of models.
At the time my interest was in electric
powered free flight. I asked Roger if
there were any models suitable to
convert to electric power. He came up
with the Miss Philadelphia which was
already electric powered. This model
was built by Frank Smith of the
Northampton club in 1991. Frank had
scaled down the original 1934 design
by Maxwell Basset, from 8ft span to
5ft. Frank used a 540 Buggy motor
driving through a homemade 2.5 to 1
reduction gear
Maxwell’s model was powered by a Brown Junior. I read somewhere that the engine was
mounted upright to make starting easier. With the low thrustline and the wing mounted high
above the cabin this must have given the characteristics of a pylon model and possibly made
the model perform so well in competition.
I stripped the wing and added some diagonal struts to keep the wing flat. As it was my intention
to install radio control, the fin and tail were stripped and a rudder and elevator were formed
within the original outlines. The old Buggy motor which weighed 5½oz was replaced with a
brushless motor. As the new motor was only 2oz the new power battery weighing 10oz was
installed as far forward as possible along with the radio gear and hey presto the cg was spot
on. The battery was a 7 cell NiMh. The wings and tail and fin were all covered in Polyspan and
doped and given one thin spray coat from an aerosol.
The weight ready to fly came out at 2lbs 6 oz. not too heavy for a model this size.
The model climbs steadily and glides beautifully. Most flights are 15 to 20 mins, climbing out
then a good glide. Catch some lift and the flying time soon mounts up. Best flight 39 mins.
Altogether a very satisfying project to see a great old timer airborne again.

To be continued:

John Taylor
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SWEETHEAP

-

Ray Malmstrom

Extracted from the book 60 years of IVCMAC, courtesy Chris Vaughan
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Ray Malmstrom
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Wallop

-

Joe Northrop

Here in the first picture is me at the famous circular table at Wallop. The date was 1997 and
it was the Jaguar anniversary competition which unfortunately was won by an American
gentleman. This picture is my first flight with Dennis Davitt timing and John Ralph taking the
picture, it was a perfect climb out and maxed easily. Not so the second when it spun in and
ended my attempt. I was lucky enough to win the trophy in 2003 with the same repaired model.
In the second picture it shows one of our nights out, left to right Dennis Davitt, me, Alan
Nobbs, Eric.? (from Essex), John Godden and Stephen Lacey, the picture was taken by Ken
Attiwell. We were at one of our favourite watering holes, The Eagle at Abbots Ann. We used
to drive down from the North and stop off at Stephens for lunch then down to Wallop. We had
further excursions on an evening with Cleemac to a pub I have no idea where it was but they
had a skittle alley and a buffet supper and it used to be a really good night. It must have been
a tremendous blow to the Museum and all the hotels and pubs around Wallop in the loss of
income that they must have suffered.
Happy memories,

Joe Northrop
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Lockheed P80 Shooting Star

-

Model Aircraft May 1946
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Extract from Model Aircraft May 1946
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Little Mike

-

Robert Hauk

Designed by Ed Lidgard and published in 1949, it has a 15” wingspan. The plan is available on
Outerzone; it was published as a full size plan in Flying Models.

I have searched for the perfect model for small fields, school yards, baseball fields and the
like. Little Mike is one of the best I have found for this kind of flying. Our club hosts three
contests in the late Summer and early Fall and with such a short contest season I end up doing
a lot more small field flying so I am always looking for better small models.
This is a really fun little model, it is all sheet balsa and can be made from one 3” x 36” sheet
of 1/32 balsa. It is light and rugged, and perfect for flying on a football pitch, or the local
schoolyard. I carved the prop as shown on the plan and it is a very good one. It is really well
sized for the motor; I think it works much better than the equivalent sized plastic prop and is
well worth the extra effort.
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I power mine with a loop of 3/16 tan rubber, 400 hand winds are enough for a nice 38 second
flight. Mine is trimmed right right, and I have a pretty tight glide circle to make sure it doesn’t
take a long time to come down. This helps keep it on a small field when there is a bit of wind.
When I am flying on a big field like the ones we use for our contests I make up a longer motor,
typically a double loop of 3/32, about twice the hook to peg length. I braid this motor so it is
well behaved as it unwinds. I can put 1200 winds on this with a winder, and then the climb out
is spectacular. I have had it in thermals, and nearly lost it a few times. My longest flight was
over 8 minutes; it landed about a half a mile away.
My friend Ben Strauss and I have been flying them for a couple of years, we like to get on the
field early on contest days, right at sunrise if possible and enjoy some fun flying. I have flown
mine at night with a small LED light attached. My partner Isabelle built one last Fall and it
flies like the others.

Left to Right, Robert Hauk, Isabelle Brent, Ben Strauss

Little Mike climbing out

I enjoy decorating these small models, a little bit of color makes them look very good. You can
keep it simple or get really elaborate to your taste. Mine is done with cut colored tissue;
Isabelle did a very nice job with red art pen. We have discovered Faber Castel Pitt art pens,
when dry the ink does not dissolve in water, and you can put coats of dope over it and it stays
put. That is remarkable, and allows for some really nice decorations for no measurable weight
gain.

3 Little Mikes, built by,
L to R: Ben Strauss; Isabelle Brent; Robert Hauk

Isabelle launches,
these models have a very steep climb.

Others are building them so we can maybe do some real mass launches this season, the more
the merrier.

Robert Hauk
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More Wakefields

-

Peter Watt

Just noticed in the April Clarion the extract and plan for the Gerald Thomas Wakefield.
Here is a picture of mine (built for me by Spencer Willis) which I hoped to fly in Classic Rubber
at the Nationals. The other model is a Torontonian (built by me ) from the same Frank Zaic
Yearbook, 1957-58 but as yet unflown.
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Peter Watt
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Now It Can Be Told

-

Robert Jamieson
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Robert Jamieson: Aeromodeller July 1946
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Shed Times 3

-

Nick Peppiatt

Continuing the build of the Earl Stahl Cessna 195

Bare bones January 2021

Servo installation and rear wing attachment

This lockdown project proceeds slowly, but, at least, it is keeping me amused and my mind
occupied. Assembling the structure made as described in the previous two articles gave a bare
bones shot as shown above. The means attachment of the wing trailing edge is also shown above
right. I have used the method described by Carl Dowdy for his Bug hand launched R/C glider
(R/C Modeler, June 2001) where the nylon wing bolt (3mm dia. thread in this case) screws into
a thread made into the end grain of a small spruce block. Not having a suitable tap, I filed a
vee notch into a steel screw with the same thread form and used this to tap the hole. The
thread thus formed was reinforced with thin cyanoacrylate adhesive. The block was attached
to the top centre of former 5. This former was further reinforced with a 0.5mm ply face and
balsa gussets. To position the hole for the bolt in the wing, I fitted a pointed peg in the screw
hole so to mark the centre of the hole. As mentioned previously, the lower part of the TE in
the centre section was 1/32” ply, and at the front of the centre section there is a 3mm dowel
peg that locates in the top cabin structure attached to the fuselage.
I found that the battery would fit inside the motor mount box. The designer recommends that
the model should balance at the front wing spar, which appears perfectly reasonable, and is in
line with where the CO2 cartridge is shown on the plan. With the model assembled in its bare
bones state to assess its likely CG, I decided to position the servos at the rear of the cabin,
and so fitted two ¼” square balsa cross pieces to the side keels in front of former 5 on which
to mount these. The plan is to install the ESC in the space between formers 1 and 2, and mount
the Rx on the rear of former 3 (in the CO2 cartridge holder position).
Before covering, I thought it would be a good idea to work out the linkages between the control
surfaces and the servos. The port side servo would connect to the rudder horn on the starboard
side of the rudder, and the starboard servo controls to the elevator with the horn mounted on
the port half. A piece of 2.5mm dia. dowel joins the two elevator halves. The connecting rods
are lengths of 1.5mm dia. carbon fibre with 0.8mm dia. piano wire ends. The keepers are made
from 0.5mm dia. wire. The parts are joined with heat shrink tubing. When all is ok a drop of
cyanoacrylate adhesive can be applied to each end of the heat shrink tube to lock the joints
permanently. The connecting link to the rudder has a Z bend where it emerges from the
fuselage and the wire to the horn is made in two pieces to allow for adjustment. The control
horns themselves are cut from 0.8mm plywood. Suitable pieces of sheet balsa were fitted to
the rear of the fuselage to provide openings for the rods, and I checked that the connecting
rods could be installed after covering.
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The front of the fuselage was also infilled with pieces soft 1/16” sheet balsa to aid handling
and improve the appearance and I scalloped the outside of the rear formers between the
stringers.

Control rods, elevator linkage top

Front fuselage sheet infill, Mylar covered rear.

So on to covering! Through an internet search, I had found an example of a Cessna 195 with a
relatively simple colour scheme and no spats, tail number N1TB, which is overall yellow with
blue trim. A number of photos of this machine are available on www.airport-data.com

Mylar covered flying surfaces

Full-size Cessna 195 N1TB

I find that the best conditions for flying these smaller models are generally early in the
morning, when it is most likely to be calm – I am a fair weather flyer! Unfortunately, the air
near the ground at this time is likely to be damp, which causes tissue covering to slacken and
wrinkle, which probably has little aerodynamic effect, but does not look so pleasant. To avoid
this problem, I have covered the model with tissue over 5µm Mylar. David Lovegrove has
published a particularly useful and detailed description of this technique in ‘Sticks and Tissue’
No 76 (March 2013). Back issues of this newsletter can be found at: S&T Archives (sticksandtissue.yolasite.com).
So, I covered the open structure with the Mylar attached with Balsaloc. The flying surfaces
are straightforward, the fuselage was covered in three pieces, one each side from the stringer
below the cabin windows to the centre keel at the bottom and a piece on the top of the fuselage.
When the Mylar overlapped at the joins, it was held at right-angles to the surface and trimmed
back with a piece of sharp razor blade. A coat of thin dope was applied to the Mylar and
dampened yellow light Esaki Jap tissue attached with thin dope. Two coats of thin banana oil
were then brushed on.
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Tail feathers before the first coat of banana oil

Assembled model with covered flying surfaces

Any white blushing from the damp tissue disappears when the first coat of banana oil is applied.
Prior to covering the tail surfaces I had added a piece of 1/8” balsa to the base of the fin and
a couple of rib strips to the top of the stabiliser, so that the fin could be located onto the
stabiliser.

Tapered form on ¼” sheet
used to make cowl blisters

Tear drop section formed and end rounded.
The clamp is just holding the piece in position
for the photo.

‘TE’ section stripped off.

Blisters glued to cowl and
attachment of sheet balsa UC fairing.

The cowl blisters to accommodate the rockers are not shown on Earl Stahl’s plan, but are quite
prominent, as can be seen from the photo of the full-size machine. For their manufacture, I
chose to use the method described by Jim Young for his beautiful Waco YMF-5s (two sizes) in
Flying Models, March 2008 and November 2010 editions, using a trailing edge section of wood.
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A triangular form was cut into a piece of ¼” sheet balsa using a razor plane and separated off
using a balsa stripper (this method of forming trailing edge sections was recommended by Andy
Crisp in an article in SAM35Speaks, and I also used it for forming the 1/8”x3/8” trailing edges
for this model). The triangular section was then sanded to a teardrop shape, and one end
marked to the depth of the cowl blister and sanded round to match the profile of the bump.
This was then separated off with a razor saw. The required 14 cowl blisters can be made
relatively quickly in this manner, although, of course I made a few more, and used the better
ones. The position of the blisters were marked on the tissue covered cowl with a soft pencil
and a thin strip of paper the length of the circumference of the cowl at the rear of the bumps
marked off into 14 equal spaces. The balsa blisters were attached to the tissue covered cowl
with balsa cement and given a couple of coats of sanding sealer.
The photo showing the blisters attached to the cowl also shows the undercarriage fairing
attachment. Earl Stahl suggests that these are attached to the wire with silk. If I’d had some
yellow silk, I might have used this, but I attached the balsa fairing with lightweight glass-cloth
using Deluxe Materials Eze-Kote. Once dry the excess glass-cloth was sanded away.
To be continued.

Nick Peppiatt
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The DBHLibrary (Magazines)

-

Roy Tiller

Report No. 123 More new arrivals.
Last month I reported on the supply by Martin Dilly of the last three issues of Free Flighters
of New Zealand (FFoNZ) newsletter, A bit tongue in cheek I enquired of Martin whether he
had any more and whilst the answer was in the negative he did suggest that I contact another
Martin, surname Gregorie, who hailed from New Zealand and is now resident in the U.K. Firstly
I checked for the name Martin Gregorie in the “Plans in Mags list” and found DELTA G Mk 2,
4, 6 and 9 and ENTROPY, all A2 gliders, also FAST FREIGHT a version of George French’s Half
A Train power model. My plea for FFoNZ was promptly despatched and received a prompt reply.
Hi Roy,
It looks as though I have complete sets (6 issues each year) of FFoNZ for the years 1998 thru
2003.
I also have SIN (South Island News) 2/1969 to 3/80. I think this is a complete sequence
though there are apparent gaps, but I think those are all simply not published rather than
missing.
Minor corrections on my model names: I have an MSc in chemistry, so my glider designs were
naturally called 'Entropy' and 'Delta-G' (the symbol is a triangle followed by 'G') for Gibbs
Free Energy. Only the last Entropy version was flown in the UK. The first of the Delta-G series
flew in 1975 (as both straight tow and with a home-made circle hook, B8405 wing and B8403
tail sections.
DG2 used the Elton Drew Maxaid twang hook - this was what I flew in the Bulgarian WC.
DG3 had a Monson section - which was useless.
DG4 used a spruce I-beam spar and glass-covered D-box and Hatchek hook.
DG4C used carbon+spruce wing spars and a thin Clark-Y tail - gave a much faster/higher zoom.
DG5 was the same but with a rolled balsa boom.
DG6 had an upgraded spar and introduced an inverted L arm that held the stab TE down with
a 10BA trim adjuster screw.
DG7 had a B6556 wing - not as good as the B8405, so never repeated.
DG8 used Koster electronic timer and moulded carbon front end which became standard.
DG9 had full-depth Russian carbon spar, carbon D-box, M&K towhook, Koster timer and
Woebbeking section tail with carbon D-box structure.
I spent much of 1976/77 working in New York and spent a lot of time with Bob Hatchek, hence
Hatchek circle hooks in all models - still with open wood wing structures: the original DG4
version. This is what I flew in the Denmark '77 WC and the Australian WC in 83.
I flew the DG8 variant in the '93 Californian WC and the DG9 in Hungary, 2003.
Since then I've been flying a Glassflugel 201
Standard Libelle, which is why I've dropped out of
the free flight scene. Thermals are much more fun
when you're in them!
My 1/2A models were all based on the George
French 1/2A-Train – I lowered the pylon and moved
the wing back to get a 75% CG rather than 80%+,
fitted VIT and autorudder, and split the wing in
two with joiners through the pylon for easier
transport, though the wing and tail structures are
unchanged, so I called this variation "Fast Freight"
as a nod to George (who, sadly, I never met).
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Anyway, as you can see I've a fair collection of unusual (in this country) NZ newsletters which
I'm happy to pass on to you.
Thermals, Martin

Above is Martin’s Delta G Mk 9 from Free Flight News July 2003. A big thank you to Martin
for donating to the library his collection of Free Flighters of New Zealand also South Island
News and for considering the cost of post and packing to be a donation to the library.
I decided to deal with South Island News first, being the smaller bundle, and show below some
of the plans which may not have appeared before in the aeromodelling “popular press”.
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Most of the South Island News issues were produced on foolscap paper which at 13¼ins is too
big for my scanner. The Love Child plan was the only one which, as it occupied the whole page,
would not fit the scanner and therefor the plan above is from an IPhone photograph, explaining
the background colouration. Scans made at a “black & white” setting do what it says on the tin,
just needing an application of the “rubber” to remove unwanted spots.
We now have a complete run of South Island News from No 2/69 published in March 1969 to
the final issue 3/80 published in September 1980. Clearly there must have been a number one
in 1969 and quite possibly issues for earlier years, any information on dates of earlier issues
and the first issue would be most welcome.

Next month Free Flighters of New Zealand and/or other “New arrivals”.
Roy Tiller, tel 01202 511309, Email roy.tiller@ntlworld.com

Roy Tiller
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Secretary’s Notes for May 2021

-

Roger Newman

During the month a revised FFTC calendar has been released, together with a note from the
BMFA explaining the cancellation of the Free Flight Nats – sad & unfortunate but necessary &
somewhat expected. Let us hope that next year will allow the Centenary Event to be a long time
remembered classic.
Thus the first Area meeting (actually
the 3rd of the revised calendar) could
take place on 25th April. As is its
want; Mother Nature ran true to
form & produced a very nice sunny
but extremely windy day – Beaulieu
catching a steady 18-20mph “strong”
breeze in the most unfortunate of
directions. But no matter, a few
hardy souls turned out & attended.
Needless to say flying was minimal &
for the brave. Messrs Cox, Etherton
& Hook competing in Vintage Glider &
F1C. David Cox flew an excellent first
flight with his Nord, so excellent
that it maxed & went a very long way such that David was out for some considerable time &
only managed that single flight. Dave Etherton had a couple of decent flights but his final one
was catastrophic due to your’s truly screwing up on communicating at the launch & letting go
before Dave was ready – resulting in a broken wing tip. Profuse apologies followed – I put it
down to old age & a complete lack of flying over the last fifteen months or so! Finally John
Hook, flying one of Stafford Screens F1C power models; after sorting out all the gadgetry he
got it on song with a splendid 4th flight & maxed out, but again a very long flight resulted.
The rest of us were just pleased to be out & meeting up to catch up with lost time.

Dave Etherton with Nord

John Hook preparing
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John Hook launching

Dave Etherton preparing

Three wise men contemplating a hot Rossi on song
Lifting up the lock down rules seems to be happening roughly to details published by the
Government, so I am hopeful that we will be able to proceed with our planned meeting at RAF
Colerne in July. Provided the May lock down targets are met, it should be possible to sort out
the arrangements in time for publication of the June NC.
Not a lot else has happened. A couple of very small CLGs (modified Lunchbox) have been
produced for my 6 year old great grandson & he has been successfully tutored in the art of
launching & retrieving without treading on the model. We took him to the local park & he
enjoyed over 1½ hours of galloping up & down flying & retrieving. I had completely forgotten
how much energy is possessed by a 6 year old! It did inspire me to come home & build a Cloud
Tramp for him.
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LUNCHBOX by John Oldenkamp
Small, outdoor, hand-launch glider that can do it all for beginner or experienced chucker.
Developed for small fry, it's anybody's bird.
4

Lunchbox plan
Our Chairman very kindly breathed life back into a Banks Mills 0.5, which has sat in my (2 nd)
Mercury Magna for a long time, hence was well & truly gummed up – my grandson used to fly it
many years ago & he is now 24! Airframe is fine, so this hopefully will get an airing in the not
too distant future. As a footnote, the 1st one flew away at Middle Wallop on a short “final”
flight of the day in days gone by – alas with another precious Banks Mills 0.5 on board!
I note that the timeframe for the Classic A1 postal comp has been extended (I think) for the
full year. Having found all the bits of my La Mouette & realised that the tissue rash isn’t quite
as bad as was imagined, it can be resuscitated & hopefully aired to have a go. The Ballerina
remains uncovered & awaiting a burst of enthusiasm but is taking second place to the needs of
the garden at present.
Finally NASA managed to make a very successful 1st flight of its little Ingenuity drone on the
surface of Mars – a truly remarkable & historic achievement.

Ingenuity in flight on Mars

Roger Newman
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Plans for the Month

Power: Mercury Magna

Rubber: Jimmy Allen BA Cabin for old time’s sake

Roger Newman
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Glider: Keil Kraft Spook also for old time’s sake

For more details see write=up from Bill Dean’s book in March edition of new Clarion

Roger Newman
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Southern Coupe League 2021

-

Peter Hall

Overcome by emotion at the prospect of the new normal I felt moved to some sort of high
flown utterance. We all remember learning John Masefield’s poem ‘Sea Fever’ at school don’t
we? With apologies to him I’ve adapted it slightly for this occasion.

COUPE FEVER
I must go down to Salisbury again, to the lonely plain and the sky,
And all I want is a coupe d’hiver and a tracker to track her by.
And a dozen strands of Super Sport and a nice lunch taking,
And the alarm set for half-past six and a blue dawn breaking.
I must go down to the Plain again for the call of the Southern League,
Is a wild call and a clear call that we all must surely heed.
And all I ask is a nice calm day and the white clouds flying,
And plenty of thermals but not too strong and maxes five without trying.
I must go down to Beaulieu again, to the vagrant free-flight life,
Not a rainy day or a chilly day where the wind’s like a whetted knife.
And all I ask is a merry yarn from a laughing fellow rover,
And a quiet sleep and a sweet dream when the long trek’s over.
Revised Coupe League Fixtures 2021
Date

Competition

Location

30 May

London Gala

Salisbury Plain

11 July

Fifth Area

Area Venues

15 August

Southern Gala

Salisbury Plain

t.b.a. early Sept midweek

Oxford Gala

Port Meadow

18 or 19 September* (tbc)

Crookham Gala

Salisbury Plain

9 October

Coupe Europa

Salisbury Plain

* Final decision based of weather forecast

Peter Hall
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*Weather dependent
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Covid Vaccinations
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Provisional Events Calendar 2021

With competitions for Vintage and/or Classic models
All competitions are provisional and Covid restrictions may apply, Check websites before attending

February 28th

Sunday

BMFA 1st Area Competitions

March 21st

Sunday

BMFA 2nd Area Competitions

April 2nd
April 3rd

Friday
Saturday

Northern Gala, Barkston
Croydon Wake Day & SAM1066, Salisbury Plain

April 25th

Sunday

BMFA 3rd Area Competitions

May 29th
May 30th

Saturday
Sunday

Free Flight Nationals CANCELLED
London Gala, Salisbury Plain
London Gala, Salisbury Plain

June 20th

Sunday

BMFA 4th Area Competitions

July 11th
July 25th
July 31st

Sunday
Sunday
Saturday

BMFA 5th Area Competitions
SAM1066 Cagnarata +, RAF Colerne
East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe

August 1st
August 15th

Sunday
Sunday

East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe
Southern Gala, Salisbury Plain

September 4th Saturday
September 5th Sunday
September 12th Sunday

Stonehenge Cup, Salisbury Plain
Equinox Cup, Salisbury Plain
BMFA 6th Area Competitions

October 3rd
October 9th
October 17th
October 30th

BMFA 7th Area Competitions
Croydon Coupe Day & SAM1066, Salisbury Plain
BMFA 8th Area Competitions
Midland Gala, North Luffenham

Sunday
Saturday
Sunday
Saturday

Please check before travelling to any of these events.
Access to MOD property can be withdrawn at very short notice!
For up-to-date details of SAM 1066 events at Salisbury Plain check the Website –
www.SAM1066.org
For up-to-date details of all BMFA Free Flight events check the websites
www.freeflightuk.org or www.BMFA.org
For up-to-date details of SAM 35 events refer to SAM SPEAKS or check the website
www.SAM35.org
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Useful Websites
SAM 1066
Flitehook, John Hook
Mike Woodhouse
BMFA
BMFA Southern Area
SAM 35
National Free Flight Society (USA)
Ray Alban
Belair Kits
Wessex Aeromodellers
US SAM website
Peterborough MFC
Outerzone -free plans
Vintage Radio Control
Model Flying New Zealand

–
-

www.sam1066.org
www.flitehook.net
www.freeflightsupplies.co.uk
www.bmfa.org
www.southern.bmfa.uk
www.sam35.org
www.freeflight.org
www.vintagemodelairplane.com
www.belairkits.com
www.wessexaml.co.uk
www.antiquemodeler.org
www.peterboroughmfc.org
www.outerzone.co.uk
www.norcim-rc.club
www.modelflyingnz.org

Raynes Park MAC
Sweden, Patrik Gertsson
Magazine downloads
Aerofred Plans
control/left click to go to sites

-

www.raynesparkmac.c1.biz
www.modellvänner.se
www.rclibrary.co.uk
www.aerofred.com

Are You Getting Yours?

Membership Secretary
As most of you know, we send out an email each month letting you know
about the posting of the latest edition of the New Clarion on the website.
Invariably, a few emails get bounced back, so if you’re suddenly not hearing
from us, could it be you’ve changed your email address and not told us?
To get back on track, email membership@sam1066.org to let us know your
new cyber address (snailmail address too, if that’s changed as well).

P.S.
I always need articles/letters/anecdotes to keep the New Clarion going, please pen at least
one piece. I can handle any media down to hand written if that’s where you’re at. Pictures can
be jpeg or photo’s or scans of photos. I just want your input. Members really are interested
in your experiences even though you may think them insignificant.
If I fail to use any of your submissions it will be due to an oversight,
please feel free to advise and/or chastise

Your editor
John Andrews

